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Brand Story
About Me

I'm Rachel Donaldson, a UX Designer based in Belfast. I
enjoy making beautiful user interface designs that make
people’s lives better, even in small ways.
I’m currently an interaction design student at Ulster
University. I have a background in Psychology and Graphic
Design.
I’m partial to a regular motivational talk. I have a particular
interest in what makes people tick, myself included. I love
goal setting and I am working towards not only designing
websites but also building them and adding moving
elements. Keep a lookout for what's coming!

Social Bio

Brand Story

UX/UI designer and motivational talk junkie. Designer of logos,
websites, crazy UI’s and everything in between.
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Logo Spacing

When positioning the logo considering clearing
space. The minimum clear space of the logo is the
height of the leg of the ‘R‘.

Logo Spacing
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Logo Do’s and Dont’s

On a white background the logo
should appear purple with a
deep grey wordmark.

Don’t distort the logo by
stretching or compressing the
logo.

Logo Do’s and Dont’s

On a purple backgrounds the logo
should appear in all white.

Don’t use nearly black or any other
colour other than white on a purple
background.

On a grey/black background the
logo should appear purple with a
white wordmark.

Don’t change the colour of the logo.

On an image or multi coloured
background the logo should appear
all white.

Don’t place the original purple and
deep grey logo on coloured
background, use the logo all in white
instead.
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Wordmark

To the right are my
wordmarks using a
customised version of
the typeface DM Sans.
I have customised the
lettering in both
Rachel’s Design Lab
and Rachel Donaldson
so both can be
incorporated into my
brand.

Wordmark
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Colour Palette

RGB
HEX
CMYK
PANTONE

158, 108, 246
#9e6cf6
59, 64, 0, 0
2655 C
RGB
HEX
CMYK

241, 241, 241
#f1f1f1
7, 5, 5, 0

A monochrome colour palette has been selected for
the brand. Use the vivid purple displayed above when
producing related products, UI’s and materials for the
brand. If white on screen is too bright use the below off
white. Do not use off white when printing instead use
full white.

Colour Palette
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Typography
Headings and subheadings
should all appear in Space
Mono Regular or Space
Mono Bold when required.
Space Mono has been
chosen to reﬂect the edgy
and experimental portion
of the brand.
Body text and labelling
should always appear in
DM Sans Regular.

Typography

Aa Aa

Space Mono Regular

DM Sans

A B C D E F G H I K L M N O P Q R S T V W X Y Z
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz

A B C D E F G H I K L M N O P Q R S TVW X Y Z
abcdefghijklmnopqurstuvwxyz

(!@#$%^&*) 0123456789

(!@#$%^&*) 0123456789
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Icons
Designer

Decelopment

Colour Palette

Notes

Planning

Concepts

Coding

Search

Research

Mock Up

Design
Psychology

Testing

Final Outcome

To the right are a series of
icons that can be used as
a set or individually.
Icons can be used as part
of the brand identity when
appearing as a set.
Individually icons should
be used to indicate
content related to their
meaning.

Calculating

Tools

Icons

Measuring
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Visual Marque

In isolation the designer/
researcher icon also acts
as a visual marque.
This can be used as part
of branded materials or as
an avitar for social media
platforms.

Visual Marque
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Visual Motif
The visual motif shown to
the right is a combination
of shapes that were used
as a basis for the
customisation of the
wordmark.
Due to the boldness of
these shapes and the mix
of sharp and curved
corners, this motif has
been incorporated as a
5th element within the
brand. In order to maintain
the minimalist feel of the
brand, use this motif
sparingly.

Visual Motif
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Imagery
Imagery is a key aspect of
the brand and should be
highlighted in layouts and
displayed in full.
Never curve the edges of a
photograph or image.
Include an appropriate
amount of white space
around images. Avoid
displaying images on
colours such as vivid
purple.

Imagery
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Tone of Voice
Voice

Rachel’s Deisgn Lab has a passion for design and speaks
with enthusiasm. Each project is talked about openly. It’s
important to present the design process and the obstacles
faced. Don’t ignore learning moments as it might help
others. These should always be talked about positively
focusing on the solution.
The brand centres around the concept of a lab, therfore,
always present what is being said in an considered and
direct way. Only use technical terms when required to
avoid becoming too formal
or boring.
R
Playfulness can also be incorporated particularly when
referring to the lab theme.

Tone

Tone of Voice

Rachel’s design lab uses an informal tone however always
keep clarity and accuracy in mind.
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Brand Dictionary
I use these words:
create
beautiful
effective
welcome
peruse
process
get in touch
outcomes
fun

Brand Dictionary

explore
users
ﬂow
visualise
problem/soultion
results
check out
experimentation
ideation

development
challenge
produce
sketch
balance
consistency
partial
particular
better
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Design Examples

Design Examples
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